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Abstract 

The objective of this f t was to determine the effect of telescope tracking error on the 

Q..fr- quality of exoplanet light curves. Currently, members of the amateur astronomer community are 
/ 

attempting to contribute data towards the characterization of exoplanets in a manner similar to their 

contributions in the areas of variable stars and asteroids. However, limitations in the available 

equipment constrain the precision of their measurements. Inconsistencies in telescope tracking can 

result in blurred images leading to error in the calculations ofthe host star's relative magnitude. In order 

to determine the influence that blurred images have on the accuracy of exoplanet light curves, a 

program was designed and written to ana lyze images, detect signs of tracking error, and use either a / 
• .,J • 
Jol" 
'""" user defined or statistically determined measure of tolerance in order to remove images from the data 

/ 
set. The rema ining images were used to calculate a refined light curve. Both the original and refined 

light curves were compared to a light curve based on the model of the target exoplanet. The results 

indicate a significant co rrelation between a decrease in the tolerance for tracking error and an increase 

in the resulting accuracy ofthe light curve when compared to scientifically accepted values. The images 

used in the experiment were taken during the transits of HD189733b and ofTrES-3b. The software 

developed for th is project has potential applications for those who do not possess equipment capable of 

taking consistently high quality images. If widely adopted, observations which are based on amateur 

I astronomer data could be more reliable and contribute greatly to the research of exoplanets. 

Word Count: 264 
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Introduction 

Purpose 

The transit method of exoplanet discovery and research has led to numerous breakthroughs in 

the past decade. A significant portion of those were made by amateur astronomers using 

nonprofessional equipment. This essay was written to i'l~estigate the potential inaccuracies that can be 

introduced through a telescope's tracking mechanism a'nd propose a potential solution. The datat.ed in 

this project was gathered by the author and was processed using software designed by the author. The ~~ J 
implications of this essay involve a greater understanding of exoplanets through a larger, more precise 

body of data. 

Research Question 

The implementation of the transit method relies on taking accurate measurements of a 

candidate star's magnitude in relation to comparison stars. The light curves generated from transit data 

can be used to find approximate parameters of the transiting object. These parameters can become 

inaccurate if the t.elescope shifts its field of view during the exposure of images taken during the transit. 

When these images are compiled into a light curve, the ca lcu lated, physical properties are no longer 

representative of the actual planet. What is the effect of telescope tracking error on the accuracy of/ 

exop lanet light curves? 

Figu re 1: HD189733b alongside the Dumbell Nebula Figure 2: Tres-3b 

~ .... y. ~ ~ ~'L ~ a V.. "'-.)c-

~ ~~~ .J,.~V.., ~~ I.A.~~ . 
........... ~ u-'-'.~~ct .... ~ ~'S .. 

~ """-~\... ~l., c..!....-* ~ Cl\.~d; 1 

~""v<.. (t4 o1 ""c . v~ , c..o-.,~\.J..~ .. 

~ w..~\._J.-~ . - . 
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Background 

Exosolar planets are objects that fit the definition of a planet but orbit a star other than the Sun. 

A transit is an event where an object passes between the earth and another celestial body. These 

happen frequently within our own solar system between the sun and Mercury or Venus. During a 

planetary transit between Earth and a host star, the orbiting planet blocks a portion of t he light 

which would have otherwise traveled to earth. The transit method of exJ!>Ianet research involves 

the observation of a decrease in l ight from a host star during the transit. This effect is measured by 
\ 

plotting periodic measurements of the star's apparent magnitude over time. This method results in 

a light curve which can be used to calculate properties of the orbiting planet such as the inclination ./ 

angle and radius of orbit. The composition of an exoplanet's atmosphere can be hypothesized using 
,/ /? 
/~ 

( ""' • t1' 

a light curve. Exoplanets with higher opacity material in the atmosphere w ill have much more 

extreme gradients at t he sides of the light curve. Many modern telescopes are equipped with 

mounts which rotate to compensate for the movement of the stars in relation to Polaris. These \ ~') • V"')~ 

mechanisms require the telescope's coordinates on the Earth and rely on internal gear and motor V ~V'!';._ \ 
, wor J~ I 

mechanisms. Through use, the interna l components ofthe telescope will wear and become less ~ 

precise. Even quality equipment will suffer from periodic error and external influences which can 

cause an image to appear blurred. This blurring effect spreads the light recorded by the CCD camera ..,. 

over a larger area of pixels. Stars imaged during these shifts tend to have asymmetric distribution 

and less precise boundaries causing their ca lculated magnitude to decrease. Because scientists 

f 
utilize databases primarily supplied with amateur data, this widespread loss of accuracy can 

significantly hamper research. i"'"~ • ~J .... -{. 4- cv~t-~""""" ~ ~ 

Data Collection Setup 
Y<t. ~"-1-·a.. ~t...~~ --4. 

Data used in this project was obtained through observations of HD189733b and TrES-3b (see 

figures 1-2) taken on 21/10/11 and 4/26/11 respectively from Beaverton, Oregon. The images were 
~ 

taken using a Meade 12" LX200 SCT Telescope (Schmidt-Cassegrain design, 0.3m aperture, ~2m 

focal length @f6.7) and a Santa Barbara Inst rument Group brand ST-7 CCD Camera (with a 

.V resolution of 765x510 pixels) . Times and locations of the transits were found at the Exoplanet 

.1 Transit Database (Brat). The telescope was polar aligned (oriented with respect to Polaris, the North 

Star) and focused prior to data collection. A laptop runn ing ceo Soft (software that controls the CCD 

camera and can be used to take images at a regular rate) was connected to the CCD camera via 

parallel port and was configured to take images at regular, 4 second intervals during the transit. The 

internal temperature of the CCD camera was maintained at -2 degrees Celsius via an internal Peltier 

cooler built in to the camera. Data collection began 15 minutes prior to the start of the transit in 

order to get a baseline for the star's magnitude. 
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Figure 3: Data collection setup 

Materials 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Meade 12" LX200 SCT Telescope: 0.3m aperture, ~2m foca l length @f6.7 

SBIG ST-7 CCD Camera: 765x510 pixels, Anti-blooming gate 

Astrophysics f/6.7 focal reducer 

White translucent plastic sheet 

Hewlett Packard Laptop 

Table, Chair 

Power Cords 

Deep Cycle 12V Battery 

Software 

• CCD Soft- Software Bisque 

• 
• 

Image Capture and Processing 

The Sky- Software Bisque 

• Telescope Contro l 

• Visual C++- Microsoft 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Software Development 

Canopus- MPO 

Differential Photometry Measurements 

ExoPianet Transit ""[QQ!- designed by the author 

• Image Analysis and Filtering 
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Figure 1: TheSky software- Field of view indicators for HD189733b. 

Data Manipulation and Analysis Procedures 

Image processing involved opening the images in CCDSoft and removing background noise caused by 

heat and imperfections and the camera. Before each image is taken, the camera does a matching "dark 

frame", where the camera closes its shutter and takes a picture without any light. The resu lting image 

captures the heat interacting with the CCD chip at that moment. By subtracting the light in the 

proceeding image by the dark frame, error introduced by ambient heat is largely removed. 

c. ...... 
....... ,.,PJ_ 

.~ ~.~..£-!< -;_ ~ ~~---
~~~ f'~ r'-d-... :!.! 

Figure 2: CCDSoft software - Used for camera control and image processing. 
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Reduced Image 

Dark Frame 

.Flat Field 

Figure 3: Image reduction process. 
j 

The purpse of a f lat field image is to account for inconsitancies in the CCD camera itself. By 

taking an image while the telescope is pointing at a uniform source of light, these effect of these 

irregularities can be quantified -- F ,.~. ~ 
Light curves were generated in MPO Canopus. Originally designed for asteroid research, 

Canopus has a function intended to create a light curve to analyze the roll of an asteroid. Instead, these 

same functions were used to detect the drop in brightness during the transit. Settings in the program 

were matched to the particular object observed, telescope used, and location of the observation. 

Severa l comparison stars were selected based on their comparable magnitude to the target star. This 

measure contro ls for weather. If a cloud passed over during the exposure, all of the stars would be 

dimmed equally and so the relative decrease in magnitude in the host star could still be observed. The 

linear trend created by the earth's rotation into sunlight was removed. 

./ 

/ 

l~ ') \8:1 ... 

Rdtu:nce no.t ~d 

ihre.sh; ·l X;OOOO.OOO 1 'J': OOOO.O.)j Mu;OO»l ~.9 r .. t.g:99S9 1 RA!99995.8.99 Du . .: · !».93:99.9 C:\ ... '-Procem:d"'Proceued· A.pprovtd'\O:OPLANfT.()))))267.S.!i.0_8B060.R£0UCEO.fiT 

Figure 4: MPO Canopus - Star field matching. 
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Image filtering 

The ExoPianet Transit Tool, developed by the author, was used to identify images which had a 

visible presence of tracking error. The program found vertical, horizontal, and two diagonal lengths of 

stars in the image. The program found the factors (greater than 1) between the widths and heights and 

between the two diagonals and averaged them. For example, if the width was 1.6 times longer than the 

height and one diagonal was 1.4 times greater than the other, the average would b( 1.4} This average 

was referred to as a "Q-va lue". The closer this value was to "1" the rounder the star and, therefore, less 

tracking error. The threshold for acceptable irregularity or Q-value was determined statistically . 

. '""'' ....__ o..-_j, 

...... 
l.;)'t$1 '"£! 
~51;: 
Q.C-IK'Fo:t~l!!J! 
c.: ...... ~-: 
b"!'".Al. ,._.,. ... 
Wan- ~l::. 
C~ta-,H 

I 

' 
• 
• 
' 
l 

• 
" 

.:.;.' 
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J:!! 
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,, 
1;..! 
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Figure 5: User interface of ExoPianet Transit Tool image filtering software.3.7 Exoplanet Characterization 

" \:" Both the filtered and unfiltered data was uploaded to the Exoplanet Transit Database run by the 

/ 'J" Czechoslovakian Astronomical Society. Functions within the database compared the light curves with 

f;-1 ~ scientifica lly accepted values. Accuracy was determined by the percent error between the measured 

r' ./."' and expected depth and duration of the light curves. 

I' / 
{ 

Ol 

01 
Figure 6: User interface of ExoPianet Transit Tool image filtering software.3.7 Exoplanet Characterization 
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Figure 7: User interface of ExoPianet Transit Tool image filtering software.3.7 Exoplanet Characterization 

570 284 

• 
.. . 
• 

325 

Figure 8: User interface of ExoPianet Transit Tool image filtering software.3.7 Exoplanet Characterization 

This graph demonstrates the removal of images preformed by the Exoplanet Transit Tool depending on 7 
a user set Q-value. The image ~w demonstrates the increase in ~val ue with images with higher 

distortion. 1_ _ _ ., 

Processed Data- HD189733b 

( C'-' I '~ 

0--vlo . 

r. \I 
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t~~ \~'!) •• • 

Raw Data / 
Predicted: 

Transit Mid: 2455490.777 (JD) 

Duration: 209.6 (min) 

Depth: 0.148 (mag) • t 1 , 1 
- L..------~ --~ "--~ "'"""" 

Measured (Full image set): 

Transit Mid: 2455490.784 (JD) 

Duration: 49 (min) 

Depth: 0.033 (mag) 

Comparison (Measured to Predicted) 
~ -
Transit Mid: +10 (min) 

,. Duration: 23% • 

./ Depth: 22% 

Measured (Filtered image set Q<1.6) ----. 

Transit Mid: 2455490.777 (JD) 

Duration: 93(min) 

Depth: 0.045 (mag) 

Comparison (Measured to Predicted) 

Transit Mid : 0 (min) 

., Duration: 44% • 

Depth: 30% 

7 .. 

I 
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'3 .1 
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Date (JD) 

Figure 9: User interface of ExoPianet Transit Tool image filtering software.3.7 Exoplanet Characterization 

• These charts show the light curve before (top left) and after (top right) processing by the 

'..\ ') / Exoplanet Transit Tool. The duration of the transit, determined by the width of the trough, incre~ 
?~~minutes to 93 minutes increasing the accuracy ofthe observations from 23 to 44 perceny The 

/ 

~«. depth of the curve also became more accurate after applying the filter, increasing from 22 to 30 ) 

\. rP '\\)1-\ percent. The residual plots be low the light curves indicate a decrease in variance as a result of the fi lter. 

~ --- v 
/ if )'-)-\( ~ lt / ~ ~ ~ ~ v~ ) ....r- . yv \.; 

(\ • ),.O~v c.t;;"'' 

r,.~Y 
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/ Data- TrES-3b 

Predicted: 

Transit Mid: 2455674.961 (JD) 

Duration: 77.4 (min) 

Depth: 0.164 (mag) 

Measured (Full image set): 

Transit M id: 2455674.963 (JD) 

Duration: 79 (min) 

Depth: 0.040 (mag) 

Comparison (Measured to Predicted) 
- --. 

Transit Mid: +2 (min) 

Duration: 102% 

Depth: 24% 

Measured (Filtered image set Q<1.6) 

Transit Mid: 2455674.9612 (JD) 

Duration: 78 (min) 

Depth: 0.042 (mag) 

Comparison (Measured to Predicted) 

Transit Mid: +1 (min) 

Duration: 101% 

Depth: 26% 
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Figure 10: User interface of ExoPianet Transit Tool image filtering software.3.7 Exoplanet Characterization 

Due to overcast skies, data collection began close to the start ofthe transit. As a result, the light 

curves do not exhibit a line leading into the drop in brightness. Similar to the previous exoplanet data, 

TrES-3b's light curve depth and duration increases in overa ll accuracy after implimenting the filter. 
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Figure 11: User interface of ExoPianet Transit Tool image filtering software.3.7 Exoplanet Characterization ~ 
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Figure 12: User interface of ExoPianet Transit Tool image filtering software.3.7 Exoplanet Characterization 
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,. 

./ 
Figure 11 and 12 compare the data taken in this experiment with other transit observations ofTrES-

3b in the Czech Astronomica l Society's database. The x-axis shows the date, in Julian time, ofthe 

observation while the y-axis shows either the duration or depth ofthe observed transit compared to the 

expected (dotted grey line). The clusters that appear at regular intervals along the x-axis are a result of 

prime observing conditions between August and October where t he host star is highest in the sky. These 

graphs show that my observations are comparable to those t aken by other contributing astronomers. 

Observations 

It was observed that the removal of poor quality images produced more accurate values to a po int. tl 

When the number of images which exhibited tracking error was decreased, the light curve that was ... 1 ./ ,,_,\. h.._.) . J> 
, ~ generated w ith the data approached the scientifica!!Y_ accepted parameters. However, if t he quality ~~ ~) 

~ t~ld was set so high that fewer t han 150 images passed the filter, the ETD fitting algorithm began ( t; . 
• A.~ ~~ - ~ v- \- to show erratic results. ~ ..............-

~;~ ~ Earlier versions of the Exoplanet Transit Tool used a quality calculation which used the Pearson ~ 
'f"'J Weighted Correlation Coefficient. Unfortunately, t he va lues it produced did not appear to correspond to 

the apparent quality of the star images. The weighted correlation values appeared to be very sensitive 

to the image noise. This was replaced with a routine that determines rough ly the symmetry of t he star's 

shape. This approach did match with the visual appearance of the stars. Also, filtering based on t his 

approach produced increasingly accurate results for depth and duration . 

./ 
An observed irregu larity in earlier images appeared to be ice crysta ls which formed as a result of 

moisture in CCD camera. To prevent ice crystals from ru ining new images, the temperature setting for 

the CCD camera's built-in climate control was modified so the system remained above freezing. This 

modification was a trade off because while there were no later appearances of ice crysta ls, background 

j noise as a result of heat worsened. 

During the first attempt to capture a transit event, the images were taken with an exposure t ime 

over one minute in length which consequently overwhelmed the photosites ofthe CCD chip. As a result, 

t he expected decrease in brightness was not detected. During later experimentation, images were taken 

prior to the transit to ensure the maximum brightness of t he star was still well below the maximum 

capacitance that the CCD chip could measure. 

During t he development of the Exoplanet Transit Too l, cross sections of images showed that light 

../ values across a star resembled an approximate bell curve. Cross-sections nearer to the center ofthe star 

exh ibited a larger width which was used in early star detection rout ines. The Exoplanet Transit Tool 

identifies when the range of the bell curves decreases across horizontal cross-sections. If a narrower bell 

curve is detected, the program identifies the previous cross-section as the approximate center of the 

I 
star. Using the same method with cross-sections along they axis, the approximate centro id of the star is 

found. When attempting to attribute weighted correlation va lues to stars, it appeared that there was no 

-

clear association between correlation values and the presence of tracking error. One potentia l • . . 
explanation is that because all of the stars were fairly round regardless of tracking error, the correlation 

16 



values became so small that even the slightest difference in background noise around the star could 

skew the result. 

Light pollution also was observed to have a significant impact on the transit light curves. Light 

pollution is the presence of ambient light often from nearby cities and streetlights that illuminate any 

haze in the air. During the second attempt to image the star during transit, the night was lit by a gibbous 

moon. When measuring the apparent mc:~gnitude of stars against the background sky, this additional 

light diminished the accuracy of the light curve. 

Another important observation was the effect of increased moisture in the air during transit 

viewing. During the latest transit image collection, condensation began to appear on the corrector plate 

on the telescope. Stopping image co llection every ten minutes, a hairdryer was used to dispel the 

moisture and then image collection was resumed. The data reflects how moisture accumulated and 

caused a gradual decrease in the overall brightness of the images. The hairdryer proved effective at 

restoring image brightness but condensation should be considered as a prohibitive condition to whether 

it is appropriate to attempt image collection during that transit. 

CCD pixels suffer from the occasional tendency to leak charge, resulting in a hot pixel. When these 

electrons are leaked from the photosites, they are stored by the capacitors and included in the image. A 

hot pixel is evident when a single pixel is significantly brighter than the surrounding pixels. Initially, due 

to their high brightness level, early star detection in my software methods identified hot pixels as stars. 

This was remedied when later tests examined surrounding pixels before identifying the location of a 

./ star. 

I 

J 

During image processing for earlier transits, formations of what appeared to be dust spots appeared 

in the image. In order to remove these defects, after future transits were photographed, a flat frame 

image was taken. During a flat frame, a uniform light is sh~n down the telescope and the image that is 

taken displays all of the defects in the camera itself. By dividing all of the transit images by the flat 

frame, these flaws were removed. 

Other irregularities in earlier images appeared to be ice crystals which formed as a result of 

moisture in CCD camera. To prevent ice crystals from ruining new images, the CCD camera's built in 

climate control system was modified so the system remained above the freezing temperature. Before 

the next imaging session the desiccant in the camera was heated to remove the moisture allowing 

below freezing temperature settings. 

Conclusion 1{2. / 

In each trial, the data of two different light curves were compared with their currently established 

values. The first light curve contained all of the images that were taken during the transit while the 

second light curve contained images of the same transit but images which had detectable tracking error 
,/ 

were removed from the calculation. The predicted duration of the transit of HD 189733b, given current 

knowledge of the exoplanet, was~ minutes. The unfiltered light curve plotted a transit duration of 

48.8 minutes, only 44.5% of the accepted value. The light curve generated after the tracking error 
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images were removed resulted in a transit duration of 92.0 minutes, a sign ificantly larger 83.9% of the 

original value. The depths of ~he light curves were compared to the ca lculated ideal of .148. The original 

light curve had a depth of .0326 while the light curve with the tracking error removed had a depth of 

7 

"" .0450. Through the removal of images which exhibit tracking error, the depth and duration of the transit 

/ light curve are were improved significantly. These resu lts support the hypothesis and imply the 

effectiveness of the Exoplanet Transit Tool. Extensions to this experiment cou ld take many forms. The 

use of additional exoplanets with different light curves and host stars would further test the 

effectiveness of the Exoplanet Transit Tool. Expanding the variety of mounts and other equipment / 

testing in the experiment would also provide more universal observations about the error caused by 

J observing equ ipment. 

The Exoplanet Transit Tool has the potentia l to be expanded to not only perform image 

processing but also to perform magnitude measurements. Continuing development of the program may 

involve the addition of functiona lity wh ich would be able to plot light curves after automatically 

removing sources of error. One disadvantage to the software in its current state is that it analyses the 

position and dimensions of stars based on whole pixel values. Through more accurate calcu lations based 

on fractiona l pixe ls could potentially result in more effective star identification routines. Finally, to 

enhance the ease of use, compatibility between the Exoplanet Transit Tool and other CCD camera 

software could be implemented. ~ 
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